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RECEPTION

WORK IN CLASS

RECEPTION cont’d

WORK IN CLASS

Reception learnt
about Elmer as part
of their topic on
COLOUR. Here
are their patchwork
Elmers made from
milk cartons.

YEAR 1

WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 1 cont’d

WORK IN CLASS

Year 1 designed and made
some wheeled toys! First they
looked at different wheeled
toys and decided which ones
they liked. Then they used
those to create their own
designs and thought about
what they could make them
out of. They glued, painted
and added wheels to make
their own wheeled toys!

Our Coral Reef
Fish…. Here
are Clown fish,
Surgeon fish
and Parrot fish.

YEAR 2

WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 3

WORK IN CLASS
Year 3 have been
learning about
Prehistoric man, the
Bronze Age and the
Iron Age. They
created their own
cave art, which is
believed to be a way
of communicating,
depicting hand
prints and hunting
scenes. They also
made bronze ‘torcs’
replicating the
jewellery worn by the
rich in the Bronze
Age, using a mixture
of water and flour.

YEAR 4

WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 4 cont’d

WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 5

WORK IN CLASS

Year 5 read
descriptions of
SETTINGS in
‘The BFG’ and
thought about
which materials
would make the
best illustrations
out of 2 of the
scenes. Water
colours worked
best for the
‘Dream Country’
and chalk on
black worked
best for the night
scene at the start
of the book. Look
at our amazing
illustrations of The
BFG.

YEAR 5 cont’d

WORK IN CLASS

Year 5 designed their
initials in an Anglo Saxon
style. They will turn these
into calendars for 2016!

YEAR 6

WORK IN CLASS

Year 6 have been studying William Shakespeare’s play ‘Macbeth’ this term. Macbeth is
Shakespeare’s only thriller and is about power, ambition and ultimately loss. Although his
work was written over 400 years ago, his plays and the language used still captivates
readers today. Year 6 designed their own poster for the theatre performance, following a
trip to The Globe Theatre. They also illustrated a book cover for the play. Here are some.

YEAR 6 cont’d

Using a mixture of paint and pencil
crayons, Year 6 created these
beautiful landscapes of St Luke’s
Gardens, after being inspired by
WW1 artists like Paul Nash.

WORK IN CLASS

AROUND THE SCHOOL
In October all the classes learnt about Black
History Month. We read poems, rapped and
listened to stories about why we should recognise
and celebrate the importance and significance of
this event in history.

Owl and Owlet
Owl (Year 6) and Owlet (Reception) is where the Owl
looks after the Owlet to make her or him make new
friends and to fit in to the school. Miss Griffiths did this
to help the Owlet make sure that they like our school
and that the Owl teaches the Owlet the rules of the
Oratory Primary School. I think that the Owlets loves to
play with the Owls and the Owls love to play with the
Owlets when they are both free.
By Sofia Falco

Did you know….. that the first Nativity
scene was created in 1223 by Saint
Francis of Assisi.
According to a Franciscan monk called St
Bonaventure, St. Francis got permission
from Pope Honorious III to set up a
manger with hay and two live animals—
an ox and an ass—in a cave in the Italian
village of Grecio.
He then invited the villagers to come
gaze upon the scene while he preached
about “the babe of Bethlehem.” (Francis
was supposedly so overcome by emotion
that he couldn’t say “Jesus.”)
Bonaventure also claims that the hay
used by Saint Francis of Assisi
miraculously acquired the power to cure
local cattle diseases.

REMEMBERANCE DAY

BY SOFIA M & JENNIFER

Remember, remember the 11th of November when red poppies are everywhere.
When the World War 1 and the World War 2 where both were cross about their countries.
The bombs that they threw were all fired up but sadly 11 million persons went up to heaven.
The first two persons that began World War 1 and 2 was Gavrilo Princip and Aldolf Hitler.

On Remembrance Day people celebrate
the lives of those who died in the 1st
World War and the second. Each year at
the 11th hour, on the 11th day, of the 11th
month, we remember those who died for
Britain. And the families join at the grass
were the people died and to show their
respects.

Veteran Peter Godsmark.
He said, the red of the poppies
represents the blood of all those who
gave their lives, the black represents
the mourning of those who didn't
have their loved ones return home,
and the green leaf represents the grass
and crops growing and future
prosperity after the war destroyed so
much. The leaf should be positioned
at 11 o'clock to represent the eleventh
hour of the eleventh day.

STORY OF CHRISTMAS

BY GRACE McGINNIE

Christmas
C

hristmas is always on the 25th of December.

Long ago, about 2000 years, when King Herod ruled Judea. God
sent the Angel Gabriel to a young woman who lived in the town
of Nazareth. Her name was Mary she was engaged to marry
Joseph. The Angel Gabriel said to Mary, “Peace be with you!
God has blessed you and is pleased with you.”
Mary was very surprised with this news and did not know what it
meant. The angel said, “Do not be afraid. God has been very kind
to you. You will be pregnant with God’s own son you will call
him Jesus.” Then the angel left her.
A few months later Mary married Joseph.
In a different part of Judea the Emperor Augustus commanded
that everybody must go back to the town that they where born to
be counted. So Mary and Joseph went to Bethlehem.

INTERVIEW WITH……

BY JENNIFER & SOFIA M

MRS WRIGHT YEAR 3
1) What is your favourite colour?
Red, because it is an energetic colour.
2) What kind of music do you like?
Everything from the Beatles and The Carpenters, to Pharrel and
Mark Ronson.
3) Where did you teach before you came to this school?
I lived in Richmond and taught at a school in Isleworth for 4 years.
Last summer I did a term at a school in Fulham.
4) Why did you leave that school?
I left because I moved close to The Oratory Primary School.
5) Do you have any children except Rocco?
Just Rocco.
6) What do not like about teaching?
Trying to keep the classroom tidy. I’m naturally messy!
7) What do you like about teaching?
I love the lovely children and staff at The Oratory. I love that in
teaching you get to be creative.
8) What is your favourite food?
I love healthy food like paella and fish BUT sometimes I have a
cheeky burger!
9) What is your favourite subject?
English. I love reading and I like to help children unleash their
creativity.

HARRY POTTER

BY AGNES BYUN
The Harry Potter studio provides digital guides and
human guides. They show the scenes and how the movie
was made. The Studio Tour is located 20 miles northwest of London and less than three miles from the M1
and M25 motorways. The address is:

Special Events at Harry Potter Studio Tours this Christmas
Fans of Death Eaters , daring duels and Hallowe'en feasts delved into the Dark Arts during the October halfterm and explored some of the darker aspects of the Harry Potter film series.
This Christmas holiday, fires will be ‘lit’, baubles will be hung and snow will fall as the Hogwarts in the Snow
feature returns to the Studio Tours.
Iconic sets will be decorated as they were for festive scenes; the Great Hall will be lined with eight Christmas trees,
the Gryffindor common room will be dotted with sweet wrappers, crackers and oranges and, of course,
the Hogwarts castle model will be covered in a blanket of filmmaking snow.
You’ll discover how artificial flakes and special effects fire are created and – in the case of the Great Hall’s plum
puddings – how real flames are controlled on set!
Go to: https://www.wbstudiotour.co.uk/the-tour-experience/whats-on
Things you may not know about the Studio Tour!
In March 2015, the Studios
unveiled a 20,000ft²
expansion, including the
original Hogwarts Express
steam engine and a
recreation of Platform 9 ¾.

Christmas puddings were rigged
with real flames for the Great
Hall’s Christmas feast, with gas
pipes hidden along the floor and
running up into the tables. You
can see a recreation of this if you
visit Hogwarts in the Snow Tour.
In the Studio backlot, you can purchase a cup of frothy Butterbeer – this
non-alcoholic beverage is tastes of shortbread and butterscotch. You
can also buy a souvenir cup for £4.95 or tankard for £6.95
Don't miss the opportunity to try a famous Butterbeer in the Backlot!
Did you know that food featured in the
feasts in the Great Hall in the early films
was all real. Later films used artificial food
created by the Decorations department
using powder and resin.

A POEM

BY LORETTA CLOONAN

PUGS
We are pugs,
We love lots of hugs.
Our faces are cute and squishy,
And our tails curly and swishy.
We are very, very humble,
And a pack of us is called a grumble.
So I’m sure you’ll agree,
We are the best animal there can be.

A WINTER PRAYER

BY SOFIA M

Dear God,
Thank you for the lovely white
sparkly snow that we have.
Thank you for the wonderful
snowflakes that drip drop from the
sky.
I love winter but it`s sometimes
freezing and cold.
Please take care of those who are
cold and hungry at Christmas.
Give them love, food and warmth.
Amen

SPORTS PAGE

BY ALICE BROWN

ARSENAL
Arsenal squad Numbers:

No10: Jack Wilshere

No1: Wojech Szczęsny

No11: Mesut Ozil

No2: Mathieu Debuchy

No12: Olivier Giroud

No3: Kieran Gibbs

No13: David Ospina

No4: Per Mertesacker

No14: Theo Walcott

No5: Gabriel Paulista

No15: Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain

No6: Laurent Koscielny

No16: Aaron Ramsey

No7: Tomas Rosicky

No17: Alexis Sanchez

No8: Mikel Arteta

No18: Nacho Monreal

No9: (none)

No19: Santi Cazorla

No19:

SUPER CARS
The Lamborghini Egoista is a concept car unveiled
by Lamborghini for the company's 50th anniversary.

BY SOPHIA & NICHOLAS

Lamborghini EgoistaCoolest car

The fully functioning model is based on the Gallardo. It
features a 5.2 L V10 engine.
The Egoista has a unique one-seat cockpit, which is
similar to that of a modern fighter jet, and has a canopy
door that is completely removable. The steering wheel
must be removed to enter and exit the vehicle.
The unique exterior of the Egoista is meant to resemble
a bull ready to charge if looked at from the side. The
lighting resembles that of a modern airplane, with side
markers and indicators on the sides and top of the car as
well as front and rear. The body and wheels are made of

Mercedes Benz SLS-Brightest car

antiradar material to even more identify with jet fighters.

The Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG is a front-engine, 2-seater, limited

In Italian (as well as Polish, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech,

production supercar automobile developed by Mercedes-

and Romanian), Egoista literally means "selfish". The car

Benz and was the first Mercedes-Benz automobile designed in-

is now on display at the Lamborghini museum located

house by AMG. The car was the successor to the Mercedes-Benz

in Sant'Agata, Bolognese, Italy.

SLR McLaren and was described by Mercedes-Benz as a spiritual
successor to the Mercedes-Benz 300SL Gullwing. SLS stands for
"Sport Leicht Super" (Sport Light Super). The Mercedes-Benz
SLS AMG was assembled largely by hand, with its engine being
hand built by AMG in Affalterbach, Germany.
It was the first Mercedes-Benz designed and built from scratch
entirely by AMG. The vehicle was unveiled at the 2009 Frankfurt
Motor Show, and sales commenced in mid-2010 in Europe. The
SLS has been owned by many celebrities, including Eddie

The Nissan GT-R is a 2-door sports car produced

Murphy, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Al Pacino, Floyd Mayweather,

by Nissan and unveiled in 2007. It is the successor to

Boris Becker, Mark Wahlberg, Roger Federer, Slyvester Stallone,

the Nissan Skyline GT-R although no longer part of

Tom Hanks, and Cristiano Ronaldo, but perhaps most

the Skyline range. The Nissan GT-R is four-wheel

impressively, by premier racing drivers, among them Lewis

drive with a twin-turbo 6 cylinder engine and has four

Hamilton, and it was developed with the assistance of David

round tail lights. However, the GT-R is an entirely new

Coulhard. In his review for "Top Gear," Jeremy Clarkson

model sharing little with its Skyline siblings. Only two

referred to the SLS AMG as "the greatest car in the world,"

concept vehicles were displayed at motor shows prior to

noting that "it's more powerful than a Ferrari 458, just, it's a little

the unveiling of the production model. The first concept

bit louder than a Lamborghini.”

was shown at the Tokyo Motor Show in 2001, to
preview what a 21st-century GT-R would look like. At
the 2005 Tokyo Motor Show, Nissan unveiled a
redesigned concept, the GT-R Proto. Nissan chief
creative officer, Shirō Nakamura, has made the new GTR to look like the giant robots of the Gundam series.
Nakamura stated: "The GT-R is unique because it is not
simply a copy of a European-designed Sports car; it had
to really reflect Japanese culture."

Nissan GTR-Japanese styled car

Maserati Alfieri- Coming in 2016
Maserati Alfieri is a grand tourer from the Italian car
manufacturer Maserati. It was first shown as a concept car at the
2014 Geneva Motor Show, and is scheduled for a release in 2016.
It is named after Alfieri Maserati, one of the five Maserati
Brothers, and marks the 100 year anniversary of the car maker,
which was established 1914 in Bologna. It has been developed at
the Maserati Centro Stile in Turin. The project was managed
by Lorenzo Ramaciotti, who has been director since 2007.
The Alfieri uses design elements of the Maserati A6
GCS/54 designed by Pininfarina in 1954. It is based on the
lighter Maserati GranTurismo MC Stradale with a shorter
wheelbase of 24 cm and a Ferrari-derived V8 engine of 4.7 litre
460 hp and 520 Nm at 4750 rpm.
The Alfieri was confirmed for production in 2016 at a Fiat
Chrysler event on May 6, 2014. The production version will
receive three different engine choices. The 450-horsepower and
520-horsepower versions will only have an all-wheel drive system.
The Alfieri will be joined by a convertible version in 2017.

Lamborghini Huracan
Most technology
The Lamborghini Huracan (Spanish for "hurricane")
is a sports car built by Lamborghini that replaces
Lamborghini's sales leader and most produced car,
the Gallardo. The Huracan made its auto
show debut at the March 2014 Geneva Auto
Show and was released in the second quarter of
2014.
The Huracan’s top speed is over 202 mph. It can
accelerate from 0-62 mph in 3.2 seconds and from 0
to 124 mph in 9.9 seconds. To ensure its balance
and performance, the car is mid-engined. To increase
its efficiency the Huracan’s engine also includes
a start-stop system.
The Huracan features various interior options for
more comfort inside the car. It features a choice for
full electric control and heating of the sport seats.
The car also has an optional navigation system and
leather seating. It is the first vehicle to use the 12.3

Aston Martin Vanquish
Most powerful engine
The Aston Martin Vanquish is a grand tourer that was
introduced in 2001 as a successor to the ageing Virage range.
The V12 Vanquish, designed by Ian Callum, was unveiled at
the 2001 Geneva Motor Show and was produced from 2001
to 2005. It featured as the official James Bond car in the
film Die Another Day. Its appearance in the 2002 James
Bond film Die Another Day earned the V12 Vanquish the
number three spot on the list of Best Film Cars Ever. This
car also appears in the video games Need For Speed: Hot
Pursuit 2 and James Bond 007: Nightfire.

inch TFT virtual cockpit, which is available with
high-definition 3D computer
graphics, Bluetooth, Google Earth GPS
navigation and Multi Media Interface-like menu and
dashboard controls.

SUPER CARS cont’d

BY SOPHIA & NICHOLAS

BMW i8 - Sophia’s favourite
The BMW i8 is a plug-in hybrid sports car developed
by BMW. The 2015 model year BMW i8 has a lithiumion battery pack that delivers an all-electric range of
37 km. The BMW i8 can go from 0–100 km/h (0 to 60
mph) in 4.4 seconds and has a top speed of 250 km/h
(155 mph). The BMW i8 has a fuel efficiency of 2.1 L
per 100 km. The production version of the BMW i8
was unveiled at the 2013 Frankfurt Motor Show. The i8
was released in Germany in June 2014. Deliveries to
retail customers in the U.S. began in August 2014. It
has an I3 turbo engine. In July 2012 the BMW i8 won

Audi R8 - Most comfortable
cabin

the 2012 North American Concept Vehicle of the Year
and the BMW i8 Spyder won the 2013 Best Production
Preview Vehicle award. The BMW i8 is the winner of
the coveted title ‘World Green car of the Year’ at Fame
India Eco Drive 2015. It also was selected
as Autoblog's 2014 Technology of the Year. Top Gear
Magazine awarded the i8 with their coveted Car of the
Year award for 2014.

Aston Martin VulcanNicholas’s favourite car

When the Audi R8 Coupe was launched in 2007 it quickly
became known as the user-friendly supercar. It was fast,
reliable and easy to drive. Lightweight construction; that
improvement is because the new R8 has been built first and
foremost with racing in mind. In fact, the R8 LMS had
already won some world-class GT3 events by the time any
reviewer had driven the new road car which goes to show
the firm is as serious about this car competing on track as it
is about winning scalps in the office car park. It’s powered
exclusively by a high-revving monster of a V10, available in
two power outputs. You’ve got the ‘regular V10’, which
makes 533bhp and features a slightly softer character with
longer gears for better cruising ability. But the R8’s talents
don’t stop there. Its cabin is beautifully designed for driving.
The firm’s new ‘virtual cockpit’ is a key part of this, taking
away the requirement for screens and controls around the
cabin. Instead it’s all concentrated on the dash, which means
the driver has to spend less time looking away from the
road.

25 February 2015: Introducing the Aston Martin Vulcan – a track-only supercar and the British luxury brand’s most intense
and exhilarating creation to date.
Uniquely for Aston Martin the new supercar – limited to just 24 examples worldwide – will allow owners the opportunity
to precisely track their path during the day through a graduating scale of detailed power and dynamic performance
adjustments. Styled entirely in-house by the Aston Martin design team led by Chief Creative Officer Marek Reichman,
this supercar is powered by the 7.0-litre V12 petrol engine. Using a number of exciting high performance Aston Martins
including the V12 Vantage S and One-77 road cars and the Vantage GT4 race car, customers will gradually build
experience and develop their track technique, before beginning their thrilling personal journeys into the immense
performance potential of their Aston Martin Vulcan.

ANIMALS & NATURE

BY JENNIFER OKORO

DOGS
There are lots of different dogs in the world. There are Labradors, Spaniels, Jack Russells. There are actually 399
different breeds of dog.
Labradors come from Newfoundland and look like this when they are puppies. They
This is a spaniel
puppy.

PARROTS
Parrots are copy cats they like to copy every word you say. I love parrots because they could be nice friends and
they are nice birds and are clever.
Sometimes you see beautiful birds
sweetlysinging in your garden trees. To
be honest I have never seen a bird
(except a pigeon) in my life!

BUTTERFLIES

Butterflies are beautiful insects, but it is very hard to find one. I wonder if you would ever see one! If you do see
one tell me .

PLANTS
Pollination takes place in all kinds of
flowers. I love all plants like daisies or sun
flowers, roses, daffodils and bluebell.

TEST YOUR BRAIN

BY MIRIAM McGINNIE

Christmas Word Search
ASS
JESUS
JOSEPH
KINGS
MARY
SHEEP
SHEPHERDS
STAR
DONKEY
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CONKERS

BY MIRIAM McGINNIE

A conker is the seed of the Horse Chestnut tree. It is a hard brown fruit that
comes in a spiky green shell. The green shell will slowly turn brown and then the
conkers in shell will fall out. They fall out during the months of September and
October and one shell will have more than one conker in it.
Many people also play the game conkers. Here’s how to play:
1. Each player has a conker hanging on a string and the players try to hit each
other’s conkers.
2. If you are the one whose conker is to be hit first, let it hang down from the
string that is wrapped round your hand. The conker is held at the height
your opponent chooses and is held perfectly still.
3. Your opponent, the striker, wraps his conker string round his hand just like
yours. He then takes his conker in the other hand and draws it back for the
strike.
4. Releasing the conker, he swings it down by the string held in the other hand
and tries to hit his opponent’s conker with it.
5. If a player misses hitting the opponents conker they are allowed up to two
more tries.
6. If the strings tangle, the first player to call strings gets an extra turn.
7. If a player hits the opponents conker in such a way that it completes a
whole circle after being hit – known as round the world – the player gets
another turn.
8. If a player drops the conker or it is knocked out of their hand, the other
player can shout stamps and jump on it but should its owner first cry no
stamps, then the conker remains intact.
9. The game goes on until one or other of the conkers is destroyed.

Scoring
When scoring, the victorious conker gains the score of the ones before. A
fresh conker starts with none and if it wins the round, it will gain all the
points of the other conker plus the one it earns from that round. If it got the
score of 3 then it would become known as a three-er. If it then battled a
five-er it would gain all of the points, becoming an eight-er.
This game is slightly dangerous so please take care when playing it.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

BY LUCY BELL

What the films are about
All of the Back to the Future movies are about a scientist called Doc Brown who
makes a time machine which can go to the past and into the future. So Doc and
his friend Marty McFly go on all sorts of adventures!!!! So get ready because
you’re going with them!!!!! Z…O…O…M!!!!

The First Movie
The first movie is about when Marty go back to the year when Marty’s mum and
dad were Marty’s age (which are teenager times). He needs to make sure that his
parents fall in love and marry. Will he be able to do it and get back? Or will he
have to stay there forever…..

The Second Movie
The second movie is about Doc and Marty going to the future. The date was the
21st October 2015 (which is this year!). But while they are in the future old Biff
(the baddie) goes into the time machine and goes to the year of himself as young
Biff and gives himself a catalogue of all the sport scores from 1942-2000 so he
can get lots of money by winning bets. Will Marty and Doc be able to make him
not get the money? Or will they have to live like this forever…..

The Third Movie
In the third movie Marty goes to 1855 and has to try and save his best friend Doc
Brown from dying but ends up about to die himself! Will he save himself.. or
will he have to DIE…….

How the film was made
Back to the Future is a 1985 American science fiction adventure comedy film
directed by Robert Zemeckis, written by Zemeckis and Bob Gale, produced by
Gale and Neil Canton, and starring Marty McFly and Christopher Lloyd.

WHAT TO READ

BY LUCY BELL

The Roald Dahl books are really good
if you like adventure, funny things
and lots more… Get ready for an
AMAZING trip to Roald Dahl!

David Walliam’s books are hilarious
they will make you laugh out loud!
They are great for people who like
comedy LOL!!

Harry potter books are really good for people who
love exciting adventure books which will blow
your mind away while you read it!

HALLOWEEN HISTORY

BY SOFIA DEL MONTE

Halloween’s date is 31st October, the day wass Saturday this year.
We celebrate ‘Hallowed Eve’ by praying for the people who are dead. The Americans
changed it by saying Halloween. For Halloween the tradition is to put scary face paintings
on your face. In Halloween we do trick or treat which means we knock on neighbour’s
door and we give and receive sweets.
Orange and black became halloween colours because orange is associated with the harvest,
which is the time when the American celebrate Harvest Festival. Black is associated with
death.
Black cats were believed to protect the witches and have negative powers.
The biggest pumpkin in the world tipped the scales at a whopping 1,446 pounds. The
gigantic gourd was weighed in October 2004 at pumpkin festival in Port Elegenontario in
Canada. Jarry caved a pumpkin in 37 seconds.
The very first Jacko lantern was made of hollowed out turnips. If you see a spider on this
night it could be the spirit of a dead loved one who is watching you. Ringing a bell scares
evil spirits away.

BY AMELIE KLEIN

SCARY STORY

Sophia and Dog
Dear children, I am going to tell you a scary story but don’t worry it will
not be too scary believe me. The story starts in a little lane called
Farmseam in little village called Tip Tree. You might think it is an
ordinary village but it is not.

One there was a little girl called Sophia. She had a dog called
Scruffy. They used to play every day together, until Scruffy ran
away. They searched day and night nothing happened. So they
thought “let’s get Sophia a new dog”. So they did but the same
night Sophia screamed.
The night before the ghost of the dog came running in to
Sophia’s room looking at her really blood-thirstily. His eyes
black as coal and his face pale as a sheet. Sophia hid under her
bed sheets for cover but it didn’t work. She was in sleep. In long,
long sleep.
Legend has it that on Halloween night every dog will turn evil
and go against its owner. And even if you try to run they will
always catch you once.
Spooooooky!!!

(it’s not true!)

OUR QUEEN

BY LUCY BELL

Facts about the Queen:
and Northern Ireland in
Elizabeth II became queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 1952.On the 9 th
September 2015 the Queen became the longest reigning monarch.
Elizabeth II became queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

When did Elizabeth II become Queen?
Queen Elizabeth's father was King George VI. When he died in February 1952.Her
parents are Elizabeth Angela Marguerite Bowes-Lyon (Mum) and George Frederick
Ernest Albert (Dad). Princess Elizabeth's father took over the job and became King George VI.
King George led the country through the Second World War but in 1952 he died of lung cancer.
Princess Elizabeth was his eldest child. She became Queen Elizabeth II.
Why is the Queen so famous?
Queen Elizabeth II is one of the most famous women in the world. She has visited many countries
and met many world leaders. She has probably travelled more when she became Queen. Her

coronation was on 2 June 1953.

At war
World War II began on 3 September 1939. Then came the Blitz of 1940-1941. Buckingham
Palace was hit by bombs. Many children were evacuated. The King and Queen refused to
send the princesses to safety in Canada but they spent most of the war at Windsor.

War work
In March 1945 the 18-year-old Princess Elizabeth joined the women's branch of
the Army, the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), as Second Subaltern Elizabeth
Alexandra Mary Windsor. One month later she passed her tests for driving and
repairing Army trucks.
World War II in Europe ended in May 1945. Crowds gathered outside Buckingham Palace to
celebrate. Elizabeth and Margaret slipped out to join the fun.

Trooping the Colour

The Queen has two birthdays. Her real birthday is on 21 April. Her official birthday as Queen
is in June. To mark it, she attends a parade on Horse Guards in London. It's called Trooping
the Colour. The 'colour' is a flag belonging to one of the regiments of Guards. Bands play
and crowds line the streets to see the Queen and her soldiers pass by.

THE MAGAZINE CLUB
WISH YOU ALL A VERY
HAPPY CHRISTMAS
Sophia H Yr 6 likes reading and football. Her favourite
food is spaghetti bolognas and comes from Brazil and
Germany.
Miriam Yr 6 likes reading, swimming and eating. Her
favourite food is chocolate cake and she comes from
Britain.
Sofia F Yr 6 likes swimming, she likes pizza and comes
from Italy, Germany and England.
Loretta Yr 5 Londoner by birth loves small fluffy dogs,
books and most food.
Genevieve Yr 5 loves riding her bike playing football and
lots of other sports, from France likes most food and
drinks.
Alice Yr 5 loves climbing, football, and all other sports,
comes from London.
Agnes Yr 4 likes reading, playing, swimming and playing
the violin. Her favourite food is Italian food and Korean
food. She comes from America and Korea.
Nicholas Yr 4 likes sports, reading and drawing. Likes
most food and comes from Brazil and Germany
Lucy Yr 4 likes reading, writing and sports. She likes Italian
food and comes from Britain.
Grace Yr 3 likes reading, swimming and her favourite food
is lasagne. She comes from England.
Jennifer yr 3 likes swimming and writing. She loves baked
beans and comes from Nigeria.
Sofia M Yr 3 likes writing, singing, her favourite food is
fish. She is Italian Spanish English.
Amelie Yr 6 likes listening to music, singing and dancing.

